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Orientation
'Walk of Fame' planned for stadium
may -become
Sale of bricks to benefit athletics
mandatory
By Susannah canoy
Reporter

Dean says proposal
could go in effectby'91
By Lisa Wheatley
Staff Writer

New students may be required to attend
a mandatory orientation before they would
be allowed to register, the associate dean of
student affairs said.
Dr. Don E. Robertson said a proposal has
been made that would require new students and transferring students to attend
orientation.
Students entering the Community College and returning students 25 years or
older would be exempt from the requirement, Robertson said.
The proposal has been recommended to
go in effect in 1991 with the first summer
session. The reason for the delay in starting the program is, •to make it the most effectiveorientation possible," Robertson said.
-ibe goal is to make it 88 accessible and
.convenient 88 possible,• Robertson said.
He said if the proposal is passed, a new
. studentwouJdnotbeallowedt.oregisterfor
classes unless they had attended their orientation.
However, he said orientation would be
directly tied to registration. The only time
new students could register would be during their orientation. "This is one way of
enforcing it: Robertson said.
He said this is not a new program for
schools nationwide, but for Manhall it is a
new program. "We researched what other
achools are doing and we acted on our research of the trend,• Robertson said.
Ifthe Faculty Senate passes the proposed
legislation, returning students would still
have first priority for registering.
Handicapped and international students
will have special orientations arranged for
them but those would also be mandatory
orientations, Robertson said.

The Big Green Scholarship Foundation is selling bricks to anyone wishing ·
to be a part of history in the making.
Although the Big Green solicits new
members on a continual basis, the newest program to obtain money for athletes
is the -Walk of Fame." Bricks are being
sold for $50 or $100 to be part of the
stadium's foundation.
Richard E. "Scooter," director of the
· Big Green Scholarship Foundation, said
the bricks will be placed in the order in
which the contributions were made and
notices of the location will be sent out
prior to the opening of the stadium.
Shreve said appr oximately 30,000 brochures explaining the contribution programs available were sent out the second week of February to present Big
Green members, alumni, some students
and anyone else that has expressed an
interest in participating.
The foundation is a non-profit, tax-exempt organization. Its primary purpose
is t.o provide financial s.upport for the_

Building the Big Green

brick by brick

• • •

The Big Green Foundation is selling bricks
for the athletes for the "Walk of Fame."
Bricks will be sold for $50 or $100 to use
as the new stadium's foundation.

.
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Staff Writer

Almost 500 postel'l!I announcing a meeting today of the Marshall Lambda Society
were burned from posted sites on university buildings and property Wednesday.
• Lambda Society co-president Gene R.
Surber, Lewisburgjunior, said.the notices
were posted between 8 p.m. and 11 p.m .
Tuesday, but by 8 a .m . Wednesday, •about
98 percent were gone."
"Probably 3 percent of those were ripped
down, and the rest were burned,• Surber
said.
Surber said the Lambda Society has filed

considered his positi~n a permanent one.
"I was asked to fill in wl)en the previous
institutional research director left," ThoDr..Stuart W. Thomas is a very busy man. mas said. "I just never saw this as a career
Wearing blue jeans and a casual shirt, move. I see this as a time to go back.
Thomas sits in the Office of Institutional
~ey needed someone who could fill the
Research, constantly sorting through pa- job, and they needed someone who was
pers and jotting down information - pay- familiar with the files," Thomas said. "I had
ing little attention to the heat in Old Main. done some research earlier using the files."
But now, after four years, he's giving it all . Thomas said he can return to the departup t.o return to the Department of Psychol- ment of psycology without causing a disogy.
turbance because of a vacancy left by Dr.
Thomas, who has been director ofinstitu- George Ward II, professor of psychology,
tional research since 1985, said he never who retires at the end of the year.
Reporter
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total intercollegiate athletic program a t
Marshall.
The money received from contributions
goes to the Athletic Department and is
used for scholarships and recruiting.
For $25 a year, anyone can be a Big Green
member. A newsletter, -Word From The
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Herd", is sent out to all members and depending on the level of giving, other
privileges such as seating and parking
priorities are received.
There is also a special long distance
telephone service available. Every time
a long distance call is made, the caller

a report with the Marshall University Po- stances of the Lambda Society's posters
lice Department. "Whoever is involved may being defaced.
be charged with three misdemeanors: ereSurber said there have been some probating a fire hazard, destruction oforganiza- lems with poster destruction before, ~ut
tion property and obstruction offreedom of not like this.•
speech," he said.
Surber said he-thinks more than one perQfficer J . E . TerryoftheMUPDsaid that son is involved, but he does not know the
accordingtothereportposterswereburned.--- suspects' motives. "I don't know why it's
at several campus locations, including such an issue. These people have gone way
Harris Hall and the James E. Morrow · out of their way to get t.o the posters.•
Library.
In addition to the MUPD report, Surber
•Several posters were burned, and others said the society will be writing to college
weretomdownand-writtenon:Terrysaid, deans, the Student Government Associaciting the report.
tion and Dr.Nell Bailey, vice president for
Terry said there are no suspects in the
case, but this is only one of several circumSee LAMBDA, Page 12

l·nstitutional research director -qu·its to resume teaching
By Kevin D. Melrose
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Lambda Society's posters vandalized
By David L. Swint
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Although he will be moving from an
administrative position to that of a faculty
member, Thomas said he did not think his
salary will be greatly affected. ·
"I really haven't looked at that," he said.
•It's not going to be much of a cut at all.•
He said during his stint as director, he
has learned a lot and discovered something
few people realize.
"I've learned that probably the administrative offices are as badly understaffed as
the faculty positions," ThQmas said. "You
hear less about there not being enough
people left to get the job done."

He said although he will miss his current
job, returning to the classroom will be a
welcomed change.
Thomas said the institutional research
director position is being advertised in The
Chronicle of Higher Education, a national
publication, but expects moet of the applications t.o come from people in this region.
He said he is to leave his current position
July 1, but his plans may change.
"I just looked, and I have 29 days of
vacation," Thomas said. •So, I'll eitherleave
a month early or they'll buy my vacation one of the two."
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Christianity, Islam similarities
conference's discussion topic
By Ric A. Massie
Reporter

A conference about common links between christianity and Islam will take place
at 7 p.m. today in the Shawky Room of the
Memorial Student Center.
Dr. Clair W. Matz, director ofthe Marshall
University Center for International Studies, and Dr. Jamal Badaway, chairman of
the Islamic Information Foundation, will
be the featured speakers.
Each speak.er will lecture for about 30
minutes and then will answer questions
from the audience.
"The main idea is to achieve an understanding of each other and to eliminate
misconceptions about each religion," said
Mohammad ·Shubair, president of the
Muslim Association of Huntington.

The idea for the conference originated
Badaway is a professor at York Univerwhen Shubair was invited to speak in sity in Toronto, which contains the largest
February at The First United Methodist Muslim community in North America.
Church in Huntington about Islamic views, Badaway is the Imam, or leader in prayer
he said.
and other services, ofone of the continent's
"This is the first time this conference has largest mosques, according to Matz.
taken place and having the speakers an"Dr. Badaway is a very well-known exswer questions ~lows more chance for the pert on Islam and we are so very fortunate
people," he said.
to have the opportunity to have him at"I think this is a terrific opportunity," tend," Matz said.
said Matz, a professor of political science.
Matz is an ordained Methodist minister
"American people have too many stere- and served at two churches in Pennsylvaotypes against Arab people and the Islamic nia before coming to the political science
religion. This conference may help elimi- department at Marshall.
nate such images."
The conference was organized by the
Shubair said the topics will include views Muslim Association of Huntington, which
ofJesus, moral values of each religion and ·is a chapter ofthe state office in Charleston;
specifics of the Koran and the Bible.
the Marshall University Center for InterMatz said he will respond with christian national Studies and The First United
parallels to the topics Badaway discusses. Methodist Church in Huntington.

Sci-Fi ·w.eekend features cash awards
MU trying to raise interest
in science fiction to as high
as it was in the early '80s
By Penny L. Moss
Reporter

Science fiction fans are gathering this
weekend for a convention in the Memorial
Student Center.
The Marshall Science Fiction Society is
sponsoring Demi-Con in its efforts to cultivate the level of interest in science fiction
· that existed in the early 1980s, said Ken E.
Stamper, Charleston freshman and organizer.
Science fiction gatherings, often called
cons, include art shows, role-playing con-
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PLANT CITY, Fla. (AP)-The Cincinnatie Reds announced a revamped spring
training exhibition schedule Wednesday
that includes eight of 13 games at home. ·
The schedule begins with a March 26
game against Toronto in Plant City andfinishes withanApril 7 game against Philadelphia. The Reds open the regular season
Monday, April 9 in Houston. April 8 was
left open for travel.

'.

Calendar

LAMIADA(R)
DAILY 5:00 ONLY

Rrat Church of Chrlat will have a lecture on
"Shouldn't Your Prayers Bring Healing?" April 9 at
7:30 p.m. For more information, call 736-7931.

Th• Waya and Ileana Committee, South Point
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OAILY 4 :307:059:45
SAT. SUN. MAT. 1:45
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The schedule, featuring four American ·
League opponents and three games against
the Detroit Tigers and former Reds manager Sparky Anderson, is as follows: March
26, Toronto; March 27, Detroit; March 28,
Houston; March 29, Minnesota; March 30,
Boston; March 31, St Louie; April 1, Detroit; April 2, Boston; April 3, Houston;
April 4, St. Louis; April 5, Philadelphia;
April 6, Detroit; April 7, Philadelphia.

Spring recruitment
back on schedule
after teacher strike
By Thomas MIiier
Reporter

Whether or not to attend Marshall
University will be the question on
many high school seniors' minds in
upcoming weeks, and a team of
Marshall recruiters begin travelling
Monday in search of answers.
Sherry Stevens, admissions counselor and one of the recruiters, said,
"Our basic recruiting is done in the
Fall; this is mainly a revisitation
aspect of our program to help students who are interested in coming to
Marshall, but need answers to important questions."
"We have already visited some
places, but the teachers strike last
week hindered our progress. We
should be able to start full force next
Monday," said Dr. Jim Harless, director of admissions and records.
Most high schools have their "College_Day" in the Fall, and the bulk of
the recruiting is done then, but it is
necessary to keep contact with potential students, Stephens said.
"We usally base our revisitations
on how much interest we have had
from the high schools. We then talk to
the guidance counseiors of the top 25
and make our appojntments," she
said.
Stephens said this recruitment
period will take anywhere froJJl 20 to
30 days.
"We mostly want to find out what
they want to major in and give them
the programs we offer in general.
Then we usually discuss the location
ofthe university and size. For a lot of
people, Marshall's not-too-small, nottoo-large image is a big plus and, as
always, the campus visit is one ofour
most dependable recruitment tools,"
she said.
Tamara Eubanks, minority admissions counselor, said she tries to have
fun and enjoys talking to the students.
"Usually I inform the students of
the things we have. to offer them,
such as minority support, financial
aid, scholarships, fraternities, sororities, and give a general overview. A
lot of students feel we have nothing to
offer them and I try to show them
otherwise," she said.
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conventions in the past, but didn't have the
resources he has with Marshall's club to
put on a larger event.
Demi-Con is a rebirth of Munchcon, a
large convention Marshall's society used to
put on every year, Stamper said. Conventions such as World Con on the West coast
involve thousands of people, Wright said.
"This is a little teenie version of that," he
said.
"'We hope to have a full-fledged Munchcon in a few years and pull people in from
beyond the local area," Wright said.
The events run 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Saturday and 3:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Sunday. Costsare$1 at the door and $2 to enter
the tournaments. Activities will be going
on throughout the student center. "The
Don Morris room is the place to go if you
want to see the start ofit," Wright said.

Reds announce updated spring slate

~OWN1D~
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tests, costume calls, movies and other attractions for those interested in science
fiction.
Cash awards will be giveri in the roleplaying and costume call tournaments,
according to John W. Wright, South Point,
Ohio senior and president of the society.
Local chapter members of the national
organization, Society of Creative Anachronisms, will re-create medieval battles with
costumes and props such as swords and
shields Satui:dayon the MSC plaza, Wright
said.
Also includ11d in the weekend's events is
a Huckster's room, in which booths will be
set up selling various science.fiction paraphernalia, Wright said.
The society is growing after the group
"faltered and stagnated for a while," Stamper said. He has been involved with smaller
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Chapter will have a Country Breakfast Saturday,
March 24, from 8 a.m. tift noon. The location is the
South Point Masonic Temple on Solida Road,
South Point, Ohio.
Prices: Ael.llts $4, Children $2
homemade biscuits, gravy, sausage or bacon,
fried Potatoes, eggs, orange juice. and coffee

llarahallUnlvwaltySat.tyTechnologyProgram
Dlvlalon of Specialized Allied Studies announces

the 8th Annual Marshall National Safety Conference March 28 at 7 p.m. at the Radisson Hotel.
There wiRbe a reception March 29 from 5-6 p.m.
and a banquet from 6-8 p.m. at the Radisson Hotel
to honor AHen Young, "MARCO," for his contribution to the children's safety programs at the banquet The Prime Rib Dinner will be $18.50. For
more information call Georl!l' Parker at (606) 32&8845.

"Women With Children" at noon on April 2, 16 and
30 in Prichard Hall 143. The seminar has been
designed as a support group for women to discuss
problems they may encounter, according to Donnalee Cockrille, coordinator of the program. Topics
include family matlllrs, job related problems and
school. For more information call Marshall University Office of Returning Student Programs, 6963112.

The fraternity of Alpha Tau Omega is having ifs
First Annual Spring Fitness Run April 21 at 10 a.m.
at the Ritter Park Tennis Courts. For more information call John Snyder at 528-9893.

Start uvlng your gin• container• and aluml- num cana. Owens INinois and BASF Guyandotte
Corporation are co-sponsoring a Recylcing Drive

Th• Honors Convocation, which is open to the
public, will be at 8 p.m. March 28 in Smith Recital
Hall. For more information call Dr. Donna Spindel
at 696-5421 .

llanhall.Unlverady'a Office of Aetumlng St.
dent Programa will sponsor a free seminar titled

from now through April to help stop child abuse.
Bring your recycables to the Botde Bank at 24th
Streetand5th Avenue. A PAC-IT-IN Party (frevent
Abuse of ~ildren) will take place from 1-4 p.m. on
April 7 at the Bottle Bank. All proceeds from the
drive will go to the cabell County Child Protection
Team and their local abuse efforts. For more information call Tony Angelo at 886-7258 or Nancy
Landrum at 52~9587.
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Closed minds
prevail again

urprise! Narrow-mindedness once again
hd reared its ugly head on Marshall's
campus.
Yesterday, a majority of the Marshall
Lambda Society's posted fliers were burne~ or
ripped front their sites around campus.
It's good to know there are open-minded, tolerant college students in this free, liberated
society. , ·
Who are·these self-righteuous pyromaniacs,
anyway?
.
Obviously, the culprits have proclaimed themselves gods and have take on the responsiblity
of judging the moral standards of others.
What gives them the right to decide whether
homosexuality is right or wrong? We are not
condemning or condoning homosexuality, and
no one else should either.
Even ifit is wrong, no matter how unpopular
the view may be, our society protects the right .
to express it: That's the essence of the First
Amendment.
·
Once again we find ·ourselves at the keyboard
to defend the rights of others to speak freely.
Surprised? Unfortunately, we aren't.

S

Let freedolTI·ring!
First, the Germans ruled them.
Then, the South Africans did.
And finally, they ~ on their own.
Namibia's people Wednesday acquired th_e
right to rule their country and in so doing, they
put an end to the only remaining colony in
Africa.
Thousands, including some students and faculty at Marshall, celebrated Namibia's independence Wednesday. The repeated emergence
of democracies throughout the world is amazing and a wonderful trend to witness.
.We hope this pattern continues and freedom
rules.

Rumors about Moon need to stop
Journalists enjoy rumors. In my young career, I
already have worked in four newsrooms, and I have yet
to find one which did not buzz with some sort of rumor
almost daily.
Obviously, most of them turn out to be false, but that
does nothing to stop them from being fun. It adds
excitement.
My first semester working at The Parthenon was th'e
semester President Dale F. Nitzschke spent looking for
new jobs, and many ofmy stories dealt with that. Not a
day went by when we didn't hear something from
someone about where he might be applying.or interviewing next.
·
·
It's still one of the most enjoyable experiences fve had
in journalism.
Why am I ~entioning all of this now? Because for the
first time in my life, I am tired of hearing rumors about
a Marshall official. That's something I thought would
never happen.
·
It is simply time for the rumors and innuendoes
surrounding Athletic Director Lee Moon to stop.
Even before the investigation into Marshall's basketball program was completed, Moon was the subject of
criticism. It started in force when Dana Altman was
hired to replace Rick Huckabay as bas~etball coach:
Altman was an assistant at Kansas State, the school
Moon left to come to Marshall. People immediately
began to say he had picked out a new coach before
Huckabay had even resigned, and he had picked one of
his friends.
I honestly don't know if that is true. What t do know,
however, is that Moon was familiar with Altman and his
practices. There is not any doubt in my mind that
cleaning up the program was something that was paramount in the selection proc;ess. If Moon knew Altman
was the man to do that, which he seems to be, then rm

Worst spririg break
earns "Cosby tickets
Was your spring break the break from hell? Did your car
break down on the way to the beach? Did your parents
drive you nuts? If so, you qualify for The Parthenon's
"Worst Spring Break" contest and have a chance to turn
your misfortune into two tickets to see Bill Cosby April 20.
To enter, submit a typewritten account of your spring
break nightmare to The Parthenon. The account must be
750 words or fewer, and Parthenon editors will vote on who
had the worst spring break. All students, except Parthenon employees, are eligible.
The accounts should be truthful, but embellishment will
not be frowned upon. Entries should be turned in at Smith
Hal.I 311, and the deadline. will be at noon Monday. The
winner will be announced Wednesday.

glad we had the contacts to get him at Marshall.
Now people are blasting Moon for his handling of the
NCAA investigation. Rumors range from Moon wanting
a job with the NCAA to Nitzschke asking him to go find
another job.
All of them are false.
Throughout the process, Moon has said Marshall
would accept the penalties if they were not too severe.
All you have to do is look at Maryland to see what could
have happened, and you'll realize the sanctions could
have been much worse.
Personally, I think it is refreshing to have an official
who 1) admits mistakes were made and 2) accepts the
penalties that follow. The most ludicrous accusations
fve heard suggest that Moon was at fault for the
violations, or at least stood quietly by while they were
going on.
Moon came to Marshall in March of 1988, just after
the basketball season finished. That means Rick
Huckabay "resigned" one season after Moon got here, in
other words, as soon as Moon found out what was going
on.
I'm .not saying Marshall's Athletic Department is
perfect. What I am saying is that the program, and
Marshall's athletic director, are much cleaner than ·
most.
And despite what Rick Huckabay and his supporters
say, Lee Moon's presence and Huckabay's absence help
keep it that way.

Readers· Voice
Religious·understanding
helps people i_n trouble
To the Editor:
People and God

A good many people feel that they know or would like to
know what pleases God.Although there are a few recorded
instances of the Creator speaking directly to the people,
most are influenced by what they observe or what others
tell them. Perhaps some would be interested in an explanation which my father game me when I was growing up.
He said he had been taught in medical school that
homosexuality first came about when countries were
making an: effort to enlarge their armies in a-der to use
some of their excess popula~on as a way of gaining larger
areas ofcontrol over other countries. Even young boys were
sent into the army, each one in charge of an older soldier,
lhe Parthenon, founded In 1896, Is published Tuesday through Errors: Errors- that appear in The :Parthenon may be to make sure he learned the art ofwar properly. Since they
Friday In conjunction with classes of the W. Page Pitt School of re2orted by calling 696-6696 or 696-2522 orby stopping by were separated from girls and women, the boys regarded
Journalism. lhe editor has final authortty over news and edito- The Parthenon newsroom, Smith -Hall 311, weekdays
the older men with whatever affection they were capable of
rial content.
·
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Factual errors-that appear in giving,.but the results were less satisfactory than growing
Editor - - - - - - - - - - - - - Robert Fouch The Parthenon will be corrected on the Opinion Page as up normally would have been.
In schools today a little bit of similarity may exist
Managing Editor
Lalena Price soon as possible.
although i;tudents meet many more varieties ofpeople and
News Editor
Chris Rice
Assistant News Editor ·
Jim Keyser Calendar:The Parthenon has designed Calendar as are given clearer explanations of differences. Lacking
staff Editor
Chris st.adetman
happy personal associations, some young people do take to
Sports Edtor
steven Keith· a free service for campus groups and organizations to . drugs or even commit suicide, not knowing .w hat is better
advertisetheiractivities.ltemsarerunonaspace-available
Graphics Editor
Kevin Melrose
to do. Better r~ligious understanding can be helpful to
Columnist
Vlna Hutchinson basis.
Information for Calendar must be submitted by noon two them.
Athletic Correspondent
Chris Dickerson
Bonnie F. Starkey
Presidential Correspondent
Jodi Thomas days in advance of publication on forms available in The
C.artponJ~t . . . ,
Dennis Boulay Parthenon newsroom, .Smith.Hall Room 311 . . ,. , ,., , ,
:, .. ,....,_........ ,. , '-' µ.:~i~~Hf4>A ~l!!i~~P.~
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THE FAR SIDE

Calvin and Hobbes

By GARY LARSON

by Bill Watterson
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Hours later, when they finally came to, Hal and Ruby
groggily returned to their yard work - unknowingly
wearing the radio collars and ear tags
of alien biologists.
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Classifieds
HELP WANTED

STUN GUNS AND MACE
0.-------------.
c
CRUTCHERS
~
a:
~

...

1701 5th .O.ve , Phone 525- 1771
Yes. We Do Service!

~

>

Got a Story?Give us a call.

696-6696

0

m

e 50% Canon Office H.D. Typewriters

Word Processing
* Term Papers
* Reports
* Resumes
* Personal Typing
* Dissertations

525-7643
(if necessary, leave message)
~~·-"&.
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Live Comedy Every
Friday and Saturday
·in the
HUNTER'S RUN LOUNGE

Present this ad and
I
receive $2.00 off
I
our r~la~ $4.00
~-·
admission
r_n.:_c~PQD per pe~n,

I

I
I

ple~j

Doors Open 6:30 S_how Begins 7:30

(i RadiSSOfl Hotel

sis-1oorl~ JJiease

Have you tried
AUTOPHERESIS yet?
~

.. ~ ;

A FREE GIFT just for calling. Plus raise
up to $1,700 in only 1O days. Student
groups, frats, and sororities needed for
marketing project on campus. For details
plus your FREE GIFT, group officers call
1-800-765-8472 Ext. 50.
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FREE - LANCE illustrator to do freehand medical illustrations. Paid per illustration. Resume and references if available. Reply to P.O.Box 7863 Huntington,
WV25778.
WAITRESSES NEEDED. Experience
preferred, but not necessary. Apply in
person 1-5 M-F at the Buffalo Roadhouse 1555 3rd. Ave.
WORK IN the privacy of your home.
Make $ in your spare time selling subscriptions fo the Huntington Quarterly
Magazine. Call 529-6158.

1 or 2 BR apartment for rent 2 blocks
from campus. AC, w/wcarpet, off-street
parking. Call 522-3187.
1 BR furnished apartment. 1509 3rd.
Ave. Furnished kitchen, A/C, parking,
clean!! $250 per month. 736-1947. .
EAST END 3 rooms, furnished, air, offstreet parking. Call 522-8825.

MISC ELL A NE OU S
ADOPTION Happily married, loving,
childless couple offering a place in our
hearts and security for a baby. Expenses .
paid. Legal and confidential. Call Johanna
or Stan collect (212) 749-6623.

NEW DONOR SPECIAL
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1 Bring in this coupon and receive $25 for 1
I
your first donation and $25 for your I
1
I ·
second donation.

:

NEW EXTENDED HOURS

:

I
I

529-0028
Ryland Plasma Center
631 4th Ave., Huntington, WV
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Students, faculty celebrate Namibia freedom
By Fellx Benedicto
Reporter
A •new colonialism• threatens to cripple gains in Third
World nations which have recently achieved independence, speakers from African countries celebrating the first
day of Namibia's independence said Wednesday.
Namibia gained its independence Wednesday, and for
the first time in 500 years, the African continent is without
a colony. Sam Nujoma was sworn in as the country's first
president, and thousands ofblacks and whites cheered and
applauded at the flag ceremony.
At Marshall a group of students and faculty members
joined Hoze Riruako, political science graduate student, in
celebrating his country's independence during a ceremony
at the Alumni Lounge of the Memorial Student Center.
The International Students and Scholars Office, Minority Students Office, African Students Organization and
the Center for International Studies co-sponsored the
event.

"Even the Evil Empire (the Soviet Union) has recognized
apartheid is bad. Oppression is not workable; Maurice
Davis, coordinator of the Minority Students Program,
said.
George Arthur, a professor from Ghana, said, ~elson
Mandela's release marked the turn ofevents ofAfrica. I am
happy that Namibia has benefited from this and gained
independence.•
Arthur .said that for 33 years Africa has experienced
political "flag independence." He said many African nations had to shed blood to gain independence and that it
was up to the new generation of Africans to win what he
called "economic independence.• He said economically,
Africa is ravaged by other countries.
The "new colonialism; Arthur said; is apparent where
a country's government has the right to rule, but instead is
a puppet pulled by a string. "The younger generation
should liberate Africa and put it in its place in the community of nations," he said.
Riruako said apartheid has caused an illiteracy problem,

which runs anywhere from 60 to 89 percent. He said in the
post-independence period, new ties should be created with
the world to educate Namibia's citizens to solve its economic problems.
Alieu Demba, president ofthe African Students Organization, said the Africa of the 1990s is diverse and huge,
influencing events worldwide and "propelling the continent to a destiny difficult to control."
Davis said it was a historic week for .Africans and people
with African ancestry, and for all freedom-loving people.
He said the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People lauds Namibia's independence. He also
offered Namibian students at Marshall the support of the
NAACP and invited them to join the organization's International Affairs Committee, saying they are Marshall's
link to what is going on in Namibia.
Riruako is pursuing his master's degree in public administration. He finished his bachelor's degree in political
science at Marshall, supported by a scholarship grant from
the United Nations.

Nobel prize winner to speak at Ho·nors Convocation
By Mary Beth Torlone
Reporter
The 28th annual Marshall University
Honors Convocation will be Monday at 8
p.m. in Smith Recital Hall, according to
Donna J . Spindel, director of university
honors program.
"The convocation is a good way to recognize students who have achieved academic
a wards," Spindel said. "Students can bene-

fit from this important academic event."
Special awards will be presented including the A. Mervin Tyson Award for the
outstanding student in any Honors seminar, the University Honors Book Award,
for the best student in a lower level Honors
seminar, and the University Honors Summer Study Abroad Scholorship, Spindel
said.
Special faculty awards being presented
include the Reynolds Award for Excellence

in Teaching and The Marshall University
Distinguished Service Award, Spindel said.
The keynote speakerisDr. Gertrude Elion,
the 1988 recipient of the Nobel Prize in
Medicine. El,ion and her collaborator, Dr.
George Hitchings, discovered solutions to
many medical problems including leukemia, malaria, herpes, and the rejection of
organ transplants. The discoveries have
cleared the path for drugs which today are
80 percent effective in curing leukemic pa-

r-------------------,
2 small pepperoni pizzas
I

FOOD LION

I

~

$4.99
Get the 3rd pizza for$3.00 more!

2 large pepperoni pizzas
$9.99
Get the 3rd pizza for
$5.00 more!

L-------------------J
Call:

525-9101
DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS®
<!.·

Fast, Friendly
and Free!

tients.
Elion is a member of the National Cancer
Advisory Board, the board of the World
Health Organization, a professor emeritus
at the Burroughs Wellcome Pharmaceutical Company, and a research professor at
Duke University.
She will speak about her pioneering cancer research and discoveries, according to
Spindel. The university community is invited, she said.

..

Food Lion, Inc.
America's fastest growing Supermarket chain is
holding CAREER DAYS on MONDAY
MARCH 26 from 8:30 a.m.. to 9 p.m. and TUESDAY
MARCH 27 from 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the Holiday
Inn, 1415 4th Ave. in Huntington.
We ate seeking individauls interested in STORE MANAGEMENT,
PROGRAMMING, LOSS PREVENTION AND OTHERS.

Our Benefit Package Includes:
,. PROFIT SHARING
,.MEDICAL INSURANCE
,.VISION INSURANCE
itpAID HOLIDAYS
,.ADVANCEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

,.BIRTHDAY PAY
,.DENTAL INSURANCE
itpAID VACATIO NS
lt$ICK PAY BONUS
,.AND MANY MORE!

If you would like to explore the possibilities of a career at Food
Lion, please stop by and speak with us!
If you're unable to attend, please mail resume to:
Food Lion, Inc.
Route 4 Box 263
Dunn, NC 28334
Attn: Human Resources
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, reece D'J Pancake, a Milton
native who graduated from
Marshall in 1974, was a writer
who received rare acclaim. In
1983, his only book, a group of stories about
life in West Virginia, was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize. Breece never saw it happen. In fact,
he never saw the book published. He killed
himself in 1979, shortly before his 27th birthday.
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No one seemed to suspect Breece's impending suicide that spring.
He had entered the creative writing program at the University ofVirginia in Charlottesville in 1976 but had taken classes
there the previous fall while he taught at
Fork Union Military Academy.
At the time of his death he needed six
hours of German to complete his master's
degree.
. By all signs he was very much in the
middle of his life - with no intention of
ending it. There was an unfinished letter in
his typewriter and a shopping list affixed to
the dashboard of his car.
Breece had sold several of his stories to
The Atlantic magazine and had a verbal
contract for a novel (he had finished three
chapters).
The Washington Post included Breece as
one of the Writers on the Ridge ofFamea group of authors affiliated with the University of Virginia in Charlottesville.
Breece's friends James Alan McPherson,
winner of the 1978 Pulitzer Prize for fiction, and John Casey, winner of the NationalBookAwardl989, werealsoincluded.
Nevertheless, on Palm Sunday 1979,
Breece's body was found seated under a
fruit tree close to his garage apartment, the
victim of a gunshot triggered by his own
hand.
Breece lived in a small garage apartment

Text by Thomas A. Taylor
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opposite a posh golf course. His landlord
said Breece would have been against everything the course stands for.
Breece went fishing in one of the golf
course's decorative lakes once, his landlord
said. He didn't care about the rules.
e
As the story goes, Breece was found that to take a job
night sitting in a cottage that was rented to tary school ir
a golfer.
His father"
The golfer wa s a friend of Breece, his a wheelchair
mother said.
too far away.
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The golfer's girlfriend left through the
front door and went a couple of doors down Pancake saic
to call the police and then went to see the
landlady.
--j ~
r
The landlady laughed at the ideaofBreece
~ <J
being a prowler, his mother said.
s
The landlady went to Breece's apartt
ment. She asked him ifhe had been in the
t
cottage and Breece replied, "Yes, I'm sorry.•
I
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Then she told him the police were on their
way looking for him.
Breece's mother believes if police had not
been called he would have never killed himself, she said.
After his landlady left, Breece took a
folding lawn chair and one of his favorite
guns and sat under a fruit tree. There,
about 30 minutes after being discovered in
his neighbor's cottage, Breece emptied the
first barrel of the gun, as well as the contents ofhis head, onto the wall behind him.
Informed of the suicide, Breece's girlfriend Emily asked John Casey to go see if
it was true.
Casey, probably Breece's best friend when
he died, later said, "If I could have eaten
some of it off the wall that night, I would
have."
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reece felt out of his element.
His mother, Helen Pancake,
said he tried everything he
could think of to stay in West
Virginia but that the depressed
economy ofthe state forced him
to take a job teaching at Fork Union military school in Staunton, Va. ·
His father was ill; he spent three years in
a wheelchair and Breece didn't want to go
too far away.
Some of his students loved him. They
would come to class in old bluejeans and Tshirts and say to him, "Look, we're just like
you," his mother said.
Breece would reply, "Ye!!, but with me it
is authentic," she said.
Others were not so kind. "Some of the
kids made fun of him," she said. It embarrassed him.
James Alan McPherson, a black writer,
wrote that he often was invited into homes
in affirmation ofan upperclass tradition of
the way the "higher-ups" should treat others, but that the opportunity was rarely
available to Breece.
"An upperclass southerner once told me,
'I like the blacks. They're a lot like European peasants, and they're cleaner than
the poor whites,'" he wrote.
But Breece could handle all ofthat, Helen
Pancake said.
reece has become something
of a legend. It is difficult ·to
separate the man from the
myth at times. Everyone seems
to have known a different
Breece.

There are tales of barroom brawling.
There's the story that Breece used his belt
and buckle in helicopter fashion to defend
himself against some thugs. One friend
said that on at least one occasion Breece
took a fresh roadkill home and had rabbit
for dinner. Another said Breece once told
him that when he was at Marshall he was
so hard up that he once cooked a cat in his
oven and ate it.
Most of these tales were not'witnessed by
those who told them and as Cynthia Kadohata writes in the Mississippi Review,
no one can be sure how far Breece would
test the limits of gullibility of people, even
his closest friends.
"Many people have tried to find Breece,
but he can't be found," Helen Pancake said.
"While people have their assumptions,
Breece is smiling down on them."
When David Calvert of Charleston rett1:rned to college from the service, his first
class was a writing course taught by a

young instructor named Mike
Beasley who taught Englishat
Marshall from 1969 to 1974.
Breece was in that class and
the three became good friends.
Beasley and Breece were "kindred
spirits," Calvert said.
The three of them went into a bar once
and as Breece and Calvert were getting
ready to play a game of pool, Beasley
stood up and loudly announced to the patrons, "My buddy Calvert says he can whip
anybody in here," Calvert said.
That was the kind of thing that Breece
admired about Beasley and it influenced
him, Calvert said.
Breece owned a lot of guns, too. Everyone
said he did a lot of hunting but Helen
Pancake said that when he and his father
went hunting when he was younger they always felt bad for their game.
The last time Calvert saw him, Breece
was on his way back to Charlottesville.

Calvert said Breece
had a loaded pistol next
to his seat and a couple of
rifles or shotguns in the back
seat.
Calvert asked him what kind
of trouble he was expecting between Milton and Charlottesville
that he would need so many guns
and scolded him for carry them along
but Breece paid him no attention, he
said.
Helen Pancake said Breece would
make life less than comfortable for himself.
"Hewasstruggling.Hewouldsay'Awriter
needs to struggle; it makes him a better
writer,"' she said.
During his first winter at Marshall, Breece
lived in an attic with only a sleeping bag
and an air mattress for a bed, she said.
See BREECE, Page 8
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Breece-From Page 7
He was given acceaa to the bathroom and
refrigerator in the apartment below but it
could get cold up there, she said.
Sometimes Breece would open the windows to make himself even less comfortable, she said.
ooking at some of the most reliable information, Breece
seems to have been a sort of
living paradox in hislast years.
He is described by friends as
sometimes cruel or unkind, but
he was also very generous with apologies
and gifts. He was a heavy drinker, but his
conversion to Catholicism was central to
his last years. And even though he is said to
have wanted to improve the image of West
Virginia, he exposes some of the most
embarrassing topics of Appalachia.
One friend told a Charlottesville newspaper that in the two years before his death,
Breece's social behavior was increasingly
antagonistic.
"He was chaotic. You never knew what
kind ofmood he was going to be in -or ifhe
were going to end up storming out," said
Libby Wilson, another ofBreece's friends.
-Jalwaysdidtrustthatdeepdownhewanted
to be kind - even though he very often
wasn't."
Breece would get mad over things that
were better ignored and would get mad at
the wrong people, John Casey said in his
afterword to Breece'a book.
"'A theme ofBreece's life and stories is the
bending of violence into gentleness. He
struggled hotly to be a gentle person," Casey
writes.
Breece would scold Casey about not going
to mass. "He could be blistering. And then
penitent," Casey writes.
Breece'& mother, Helen Pancake, said,
•One time after mass, I gave him a $50 bill
and he crumbled it up and threw it back at
me and walked away."
After that, he went to the priest, told him
he had insulted his mother and asked what
he must do, she said. The priest told Breece
to send his mother flowers and then go
apologize, but Breece told him he couldn't
send flowers because his mother knew he
couldn't afford them and would get mad,
she said.
Breece often hurt his motheis feelings by
refusing to accept any help, she said.
McPherson writes in the forward to the
book that Breec~ created a "'persona of the
Provider," which kept him from asking for
help, and ultimately played a hand in the
confusing conflict that McPherson says led
to his suicide.
"He was in the habit of giving gifts, and
once he complained to me that he had been
reprimanded by a family for not bringing to
them as many fish as he had promised to
catch. To make up for his deficiency, he
purchased with his won money additional
fish, but not enough to meet the quota he
had promised," McPherson writes.
hortly after the death of his
father in 1975, Breece decided
to join the Roman Catholic
Church.
He was already familiar with
the church because had been
taking some of the Catholic students he
taught to mass when the headmaster refused, Helen Pancake said.
~As with his other knowledge and art, he
took in his faith with intensity, almost as if
he had a different, deeper measure oftime.
He was soon an older Catholic than I was,"
Casey writes.
But Breece continued to drink heavily.

"He loved his beer. He really loved his
beer," his mother said.
Though she never thought he was a "heavy
drinker," Helen Pancake would try to get
him to drink leu because he had low blood
sugar, she said.
She mentioned it the last time he was in
and Breece said, "'Mom, don't preach to me.
rm trying."
CalvertsaidBreecewouldget"'wild"when
he drank, but not necesaarily in a negative
sense.
"'Breece was drawn to some ofthe dimmer
bars ... not student bars, but places you
wanted to be careful in," he said.
Breece had been drinking the night ofhis
death. Calvert saidhe doesn't believe Breece
would have ever killed himself sober.
He was capable of some pretty uncharacteristic acts, but only when he was drunk,
he said.
John Casey told the Mississippi Review:
"I think it's true that Breece, on some days,
could drink a six-pack and it would have
very little effect on him. Other days he
would have two beers and he would be
loaded. And that's a very dangerous thing.
I even suspect that that's probably how he
ended up shooting himself - he had a
couple of beers in a weird mood, and it
accelerated the weirdness ofhis mood, and
he killed himself."
Breece was very self-conscious about how
West Virginia was portrayed, according to
McPherson. "He told me he did not think
much of Harry Caudill's "'Night Comes to
the Cumberlands." He thought it presented
an inaccurate image of his native ground,
and his ambition, as a writer, was to improve it," McPherson writes.
But his stories seem in stark contrast to
this statement. The following is from a
Philadelphia Inquirer review by Martin
Kirby:
"'The stories present working-class characters struggling to make life less unbearable in a· land where poverty and harsh
nature form an overpowering alliance. The
stories are crammed with images ofbarren
fields, abandoned buildings, rusting machinery, physical pain, sunlight that hurts
the eye, darkness that conceals danger, too
much heat, too much cold....
"I counted nine stories out of 12 in which
a significant character, or more than one,
either has escaped or is planning an escape
- from West Virginia, or from poverty, or
from some other intolerable aspect oflife.
"'I also counted four stories dealing significantly with violent human death, and

•

Skeevy felt the fine bones
of his Jaw shatter and tasted
blood. Gibson did not fall,
and Skeevy danced with
the flagging pain. He went
again with a combination to
the temple. He wanted to
tear the eye out and step on
It, to feel its pressure building under his foot...pop.
From Breece's"The Scrapper·
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I open the lruck'1 door, step onto the brick
llde street. I /oolc at Company HO/ again, all
,ort of wom down and round. Along time
ago It was real craggy and stood like an
II/and In the Teay1 River. It took over a
ml/lion years to make that smooth little hi/I,
and I've /oolced all over it for trilobite,. I
think how it has alway, been there and
always will be, at least for as long a, ff
maffers. The air ,mo/cy with summertime.
A bunch of starling, swim over me. I wa,
bom In this country a,d I have never very
much wanted to leave. I remember Pop's
dead eyes looking up al me. They were real
dry, and that took something out of me. I
lhut the door, head for the cote.
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Opening of Breece's story "Trllobltes·

his life."
"'He had enough experience with death
that we were bound to get something out of
that."
Breece's father died in 1975 from multiple sclerosis. His mother said the wasting
away ofhis father embittered Breece. "'You
can't imagine what seeing your father in a
wheelchair for three years can do to you,"
she said.
After the death of his father, Breece had
hoped his best friend, Matthew Heard,
would help him through the months following. But 10 days later, Heard was beheaded
when his car collided with a truck with one
headlight. He mistook the truck for a molthough Breece's book has con- torcycle, Helen Pancake said.
sistently received literary ac-.
"It would be like turning to his friend
claim, the fact of his suicide and seeing that he is dead ... or a headless
has created problems for the corpse," Rance said.
critics and spurred more
The two had become friends after wearthoughtful searches by read- ing each other out in a fistfight at Fork
ers for meaning.
Union, Calvert said.
-Jt is usually a wise policy to ignore all the
Shortly before Breece's death, he wrote a
press release puffery about an author and letter to Casey saying: -i love you. I love you
his work, the explanatory forewords and because when my father and friend were
grandiloquentblurbs,andfocusonthewrit- dead you helped me hang on for dear life,
ingitself,"saidDavidBosworthinareview told me I could write (and be damned if I
for the Boston Globe.
haven'tdoneapassingjob) .... You'vefought
"'But puicide, especially a young man's hard for me John - fought hard for five
suicide, tannot be brushed away as easily years, and please don't think that by my
asjacketcopyoranauthor'ssuspectpraise. gruff manner and early temper I am any
The aacrilegious act haunts our reading less the man for you."
habits. We cannot help but place the book
Other friends received letters of similar
into a new and disturbing category, a sort of tone around the same time, and many think
Literature of Last Words, wherein the text them to be suicide notes veiled b~ other
acquires an added, deathbed gravity," he reasons and only visible in retrospect.
writes.
There are other examples of death inter. In a review for The Detroit News, Bud woveninBreece'slife.OneofBreece'sheroes
· Foote writes that he would have preferred was Phil Ochs, a successful songwriter
not to know about the writer's death so that during the '60s. Ochs hanged himself when
he could be fair to the stories.
the songs stopped selling - one day short
"lkeepreadingthemas symptoms rather of three years before Breece's death.
than as works of art, looking for the alienaBreece's fascination with Ernest Hemtion, pain and loneliness that could cause a ingway is perhaps the most intriguing of
young and gifted person to do such a thing. his associations with death.
Further, I find myselflooking at the stories
Breece had named his cat Papa Hemingas fossils, like trilobites in the lead story, way.
remnants of life now dead, creatures with
Critics have acknowledged how Breece
no successors."
seems to have patterned his writing after
Joyce Carol Oates wrote in the New York Hemingway's.
Times Book Review, -nte. stories _ tense,
Both converted to Catholicism and, reelegiac remorseless in their insistence on gre~ly, both used a shotgun to take their
the past's dominion over the present own lives.
argue for a sensibility so finely honed, 80- - -i only wish you could have known the
vulnerable to the inexorable passage of Breece that I knew," Helen Pancake said.
time that it is likely death appeared as a We can't.
solace.•
But death weaved its way through
there is so little time
Breece's life long before his own suicide.
«ms life was so bound up in grieving that
left. So little time.
had he lived he would have almost cerFrom a poem
tainly given us a great work on death,"
by
Breece D 'J Pancake
independent filmmaker Mark Rance said,
adding asan afterthought, "Instead he gave
these elements hover in the near background of each story....
"All things considered, Pancake's stories
do not constitute a cheerful invitation to
beautiful West Virginia.
"Even so, I would not want to influence
anyone to avoid reading the stories out of
fear of being depressed. Pancake was a
genuine tragic artist. Aristotle would have
approved ofhim, because his stories do stir
up the emotions and a sympathetic reader
would emerge feeling better than before."
Breece's mother said, "He wrote for the
underdog. He said, "These people need a
voice and rm speaking for them."

But
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Good .diet, nutrition important for students
It's a career for some

March ·the month to make people aware

The dietetics program is in the
Department of Horne Economics
in the College of Education.
Among the courses dietetics
nd
"Creative, challenging a sue- students must complete are HEC
cessful," is Eleanor M. Zizzo's de- 4 70, Practice ofDietetics, and HEC
scription of dietetics, a profession 404, Diet Therapy.
traditionally thought of as a free
HEC 470 is a clinical study at
ticket to a health-care facility·
the VA Hospital that parallels the
"The job market is wide open for background material students
registered dieticians (R.D.) intra- receive in HEC 404, Zizzo said.
ditional as well as non-traditional - In HEC 404 students learn about
roles," Zizzo, director ofMarshall's medical terms, how to read medidietetics program, said.
cal records and how to perform
A traditional role for an R.D. nutritional assessments. In HEC
used to be planning menus in a 470theyrnustpracticeusingwhat
health-care facility. Now th~ op- they've learned in HEC 404.
portunities are endless, she said.
The dietetics program also inStudents in the dietetics pro- volvesstudentsinrnanyactivities
gram can lookforward to a variety
of job possibilities. These include which will help them to better
R.D. positions in corporations, understand their field of study,
spas, resorts and cruise ships.
Zizzo said.
Salaries range from about
National Nutrition Month be$24,000 to $27,000 for an entry- gan March l, and students in the .
level R.D., she said, throughout dietetics department ·have been
figures vary around the country. participatingincarnpusprograrns
Zizzo said like any other profes- to "heighten the awareness of .
sion, the salary depends on where Marshall students and faculty
people are willing to work. ·
about the foods they eat," she said.

By Heather Smith

By Heather Smith

Reporter

Reporter

A healthy diet is becoming increasingly difficult to
sustain in a society geared towards faster work,
faster living and faster food.
In an effort to help students realize the importance of nutrition, the dietetics department is celebrating National NutritionMonth throughout March
and early April.
·
Programs planned for Nutrition month are based
on a report released by the Surgeon General, and
include recommendations such as:
• Fats and Cholesterol: Reduce consumption of
fats (especially saturated fat) and cholesterol.
• Energy and weight control: Choose a diet in
which energy (caloric) intake is consistent with energy expenditure.
.
•Complex carbohydrates and fiber: Increase·consumption ofwhole grain foods, vegetables and fruits.
•Sodium; Reduce the intake of sodium by choosing foods relatively low in sodium and limiting the
amount of salt added in food preparation.
• Alcohol: Reduce the risk for chronic disease, take
alcohol only in moderation (no more than two drinks
a day), if at all.
These topics will be addressed on fliers in the

cafeteria ·and information sheets posted around
campus, according to Eleanor M. Zizzo, director the
Marshall's dietetics program.
The tents are designed to inform students about
foods they consume and which ones they should stay
away from or eat very little of, Zizzo said.
One table tent, "Halt the Salt," focuses on reducing sodium as suggested by the Surgeon General. Sodium is measured in milligrams and the "safe and
adequate" minimum is 500 mg per day.
According to the Surgeon General's report, this
translates into less than one-fourth teaspoon of salt
per day.
.
Another project planned for the month is the "Older
Americans Health Fair," at the Huntington Civic
Center, Zizzo said.
During the fair, sponsored by the Red Cross, student volunteers from the dietetics program will work
with registered dieticians from the Tri-State area to
educate older residents about the need for healthier
diets, she said.
Health tips will cover the above topics and also in. formation on the importance of calcium in the diet,
and its relationship to osteoporosis.
Dietetic students also will be participating in
"Supermarket Savvy," a grocery store tour designed
to teach them how to read food labels. Students will
work with r egister ed dieticians, "to become astute
nutrition consumers," Zizzo said.

The world comes to Marshall

Model United Nations competition this weekend
By Cynthia Pinkerton
Reporter

•

While President Dale F. Nitzschke is off
visiting other nations, the United Nations
is coming to Marshall.
The Model United Nations of Marshall
University is sponsoring a competition for
Model U.N.'s from area high schools, Wendy
Wysong, a former officer with the MU
United Nations, said.
"The Model U.N. is for all majors and we
attempt to learn about what the U,N. does
and learn to debate by using the parliamentary procedure,"~- Clair W. Matz, direc-

. peace in Central America, and stabilizing
Namibia, Matz said.
"It Is our outreach to the community and to help the high
Wysong said the competition will be Frisc/_100I students."·
day from noon to 10 p.m. and c.o ntinue
Saturday from 9 a .m. to 3 p.m. There will be
an awards ceremony afterwards.
Xiaozhun Yi, the Third Secretary (Commercial) at the Embassy of China in Washington D:C., will be the guest speaker.
tor of the Center for International Studies, . Council, she said.
"It is our outreach to the community and
Matz said the competition is a simulated
said.
· Wysong said the three competing schools
Security Council debate. "We publish an to help the high school students," Wysong
agenda with the debate topics ahead of said.
are Ceredo-Kenova High School, Ironton
The competition, which will be on the
High School, and Buffalo-Wayne High
time," he said.
Some of the topics being used .this year eighth floor of Smith Hall, is open to the
School. The schools will be representing 15
different nations for the Model .Security are demilitarization of Central Europe, public.

• 2 Double Bedrooms
• 2 Full Baths
• Great Furniture
• Security-Intercom
• Dishwasher
• Sundeck
• Parking
·• Laundry
Facilities
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16" ·
$3.99

Weekly Prizes
Collect Robby's Dollars
To Claim Grand Prizes

$175 /person
$700/ apartment

"WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
FOR CLASS."

523-8425

. 16"
$3.99
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~Fall-Spring
Aug 24 -May 31

~Otltl~

For those of you who didn't
get through on Super Tuesday, we will sell a 16" Pizza
with cheese for $3.99. Additional toppings
$1.00 eac h. Thru 4-15-90.

809 lrd Ave.

$315/person
$990/ apartment

CALL NOW!!!

@© @'~

16" pizza with 1 topping
$4.99 Exp. 4-15-90
16• Pizza with 3 toppings
Bag of chips and 2 liter pop
$8.99
WE DELIVER TO MARSHALL
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Sports
Moon takes steps to ensure
.no further NCAA violatJons
Booster brochure lists
rules' do's and don'ts
By Chris Dickerson
Athletic Correspondent

A brochure describing NCAA rules has
been given to athletic boosters to ensure no
further violations occur, Athletic Director
Lee Moon said.
See related column, Page 3

Moon said the brochure, "NCAA Rules
.a nd Regulations Every Alumnus and Friend
of the University Should Know,• has been
given to boosters since last fall.
In the brochure, five "Rules of Thumb•
give answers concerning rules. They are:
•Only coaches and athletic department
staffmembers are permitted to be involved
in the recruiting process
.
• A pr06pective student-athlete remains
a prospect even after he or she signs a
Letter-Of-Intent or financial aid agreement
to attend the university
• Don't do anything for prospective or enrolled athletes without specific authorization from the Athletic Department
•The prohibition of contact with a prospective student-athlete is not intended to
relate to unavoidable incidental contacts
with prospects by representatives of a
member institution's athletic interests
THE ROAD TO DEtJ\IEH

• If a student-athlete
accepts any benefits
based on his or her
special consideration
as an athlete or because of athletic skill,
the student-athlete
will lose all eligibility
for intercollegiate
Moon
athletic participation.
"We've already begun to take steps to
make sure violations won't occur again,"
Moon said, referring to the NCAA report on
the men's basketball program released
March 12. -We started passing these brochures out in the fall,• he said.
Edna S. Justice, Athletic Department secretary, said other schools, such as Georgia
Southern, has r(\guested copies of the brochure.
An opening letter in the brochure signed
by Moon and Dorothy E. Hicks, NCAA
faculty representative for athletics, describes the "Marshall Family" as a group
that must adhere to the NCAA rules to
enhance the bond it shares.
"This brochure has been prepared as a
handy reference to NCAA rules governing
situations most likely encountered by
alumni and friends," the letter states.
"Please remember that it does not include
all applicable provisions."

NCAA 01v1s1on I l\lcn·s 8dsketlizill C11c1mp1onsh1p

Baseball twinbill snowed out
By Chris Dickerson
Athletic Correspondent

Snow plowed into Fairmont Tuesday to
cancel a doubleheader scheduled between
the Thundering.Herd and Fairmont State.
The games have been rescheduled for
April 4.
The Herd boasts a 7-5 record and has
been led so far this season by two seniors,
Chris Hall and Johnny Piepenbrink.
In the 12 games, center fielder Hall has
12 runs batted in. The Wayne High School
graduate also leads the tel;lm with a .353
batting average.
Piepenbrink, the third baseman, also has
12 RBl's and is batting .300 through the
dozen contests.

_ THE STUDENT LEGAL AID CENTER
Provides advice and counseling to all students.

MSC 2W29

ATTORNEY FOR STUDENTS: Offers advice on any type of legal problem
such as Landlord/Tenant, Criminal Disputes, Consumer Information,
Domestic, and other areas.
OMBUDSMAN: Assists students In understanding the various policies and
procedures within the Llliversity such as Grade Appeals, Judicial Board
Appeols, Grievances, Mediation, and other areas. No appointment necessary, but due to limited hours of the attorneys and ombudsman, it is
best to call ahead 696-2366.

JAMES BOGGS
MIKE WOELFEL

ATTORNEY HOURS
l :00-2:30 P.M.
NOON-1 :30 P.M
OMBUDSMAN HOURS
11 :00-3:00 P.M..

WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY

Piepenbrink's brother Dave, who plays
shortstop, is hitting .318 while catcherJohn
Ellis has a .313 average. The brothers both
graduated from Huntington East.
Sophomore second baseman Jamie Clark
has the team's highest batting average at
.390. Clark has started 11 of the 12 games
and has 16 hits in 41 at bats.
Junior designated hitter Mike Perry is
second on the team, batting .381. He has 16
hits in 42 at bats.
The Herd has these six hitting .300 and a
.293 team batting average.
The Thundering Herdhad a doubleheader
against West Virginia Tech scheduled for
Wednesday. The first game was to start at
1 p.m. at University Heights.

Laminate
Protect Important Documents
Laminate those important perso_n al item~, or special presentation materials. At Kinko's, it doesn't cost a lot of money for
quality laminating service.
331 Hal Greer Blvd.

(Across From Old Main)

529-6110

IdnkD'S

•

the copy center
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Major league baseball one step closer

Full 162-game season a possibility
By Ben Walker
AP Baseball Writer
NEW YORK-Baseball moved closer to
restoring its 162-game schedule Tuesday
and finished revising the exhibition season to include an extra week of games.
A decision is likely Wednesday on the
regular season, and itis expected all teams
will wind up at 162 games. With opening
day pushed back to April 9 because of the
owners' lockout, clubs currently are set to
play just 158 games.
"The issue is not totally resolved," Commissioner Fay Vincent said. "They're still
working on it."
Baseball teams would prefer to make
up the missing games at the end of the
season. That would push the postseason
back by a few days, and that move would
require permission from CBS-TV, which
holds the rights to show the playoffs and
the World Series.
"I guess that would be ideal," Vincent
said. "It would be so much easier to transpose the week. It would be crisp and
clean."
Vincent said CBS has been "terrific."
The network said it is considering the
options.
"Baseball initiated discussions with us
yesterday on giving considera_tion to moving the postseason back," said Jerry Handelman, vice president of program planning at CBS Sports. "We have not established a position, we're examining it."

Baseball would prefer to make up the missing games resulting
from the delay of opening day at the end of the season. This
would push the postseason back a few days and would require
permission from CBS-TV, which holds the rights to show the
playoffs and the World Serles.

: ij~ qh~r~it>~k~~;,~<:··
·Ath.letlc CoJiesponder;if :

"We're in a business partnership with
baseball, we have a collective interest here,"
Handelman said. "I can appreciate from a
fan's standpoint that what happens in
October is not an immediate concern. But
there are numerous things that are affected within CBS."
If the season cannot be extended, doubleheaders and open dates could be used to
play the extra games.
Several games, _m eanwhile, were added
to the exhibition schedule. The spring season had been set through April 1-the day
before the original opening day - but was
changed to go through April 8.
Spring training began Tuesday and exhibition games start March 26. All teams will
play at least 13 times and the Chicago Cubs
will play the most, 16. Some split-squad
and 'B' games still might be added.
But Memphis, Des Moines and some other
cities that were to host big-league exhibition games lost them. Several teams that
had been scheduled to play on the road as
they worked their way to opening day now
will stay longer in Florida and Arizona.

Las Vegas, Jacksonville, Oklahoma City,
Columbus and Greenville, S.C., also were
among cities that lost exhibitions.
Seattle and San Diego were to play March
30 in Las Vegas, the site of the Padres'
Triple A team. Instead, they will meet that
day at the Padres' spring training home in
Yuma, Ariz. Tickets never went on sale in
Las Vegas for that game as officials waited
to see whether it would be played.
Louisville and Washington, D.C., which
each had exhibition games scheduled, will
have them. Baltimore and St. Louis will
play at RFK Stadium, home of the Wash ington Senators, on April 7 rather that
March31.AKansasCity-Baltimoreexhibition set for April 1 in Washington was
canceled - the two teams had been scheduled to open the season in Baltimore on
April 2.
Also, baseball clarified a scoring rules
decision, saying that for the first two weeks
ofthe season, starting pitchers will need to
work just three innings to get credit for a
victory. After that, starters will rieed to
pitch the usual five to be the winner.
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Golf team struggles but coach still confident
By Chris Dickerson
Athletic Correspondent

After playing in two tournaments during spring break, golfcoach Joe Feaganes
said he still has confidence in the team.
The men's golf team competed in two
tournaments over the break, finishing in
a fourth place tie at the William and
Mary/Kingsmill Invitational golftournament, Monday and Tuesday, and 14th in
the Palmetto Intercollegiate golf tournament, Friday through Sunday.
Feaganes said the team's performance
in the William and Mary tournament in
Williamsburg, Va., was not as good as its
finish shows. *I didn't feel we played well
at William and Mary even though we
finished fourth," he said. Eighteen teams

Happy 21st Birthday
Meredith!
Love,
Mom, Dad
and Aaron .

"I'm confident In the players. We have a good golf team."

.Joe Feaganes .·.·

·°".-: .·
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14thoutof18teams. -We had
one of those bad days,"
Feaganes said.
After the tournaments,

>

Feaganes

competed in the tournament.
Scott Shellen~rger led the team on the
Kingsmill River Course with a 73 in the
first round and a 78 in the second round for
a 151 total, good for a tie for sixth place individually. Todd Thomas shot a 77-87154, to finish in 23rd place individually.
At the Palmetto Intercollegiate tournament in Santee, S.C., Pat Carter led the
team with a 75-75-79-229 on th~ par 72
Santee National course. Thomas shot a 7478-79-231 and~ric Shaffershotan 80-74-

78-232.
Feaganes said a tougher field of opponents played at the Palmetto Invitational.
"Ifeltthatifweplayed well, we could finish
in the top five," he said. "If we played OK,
we could finish in the top ten.
•7ve started well,• he said. The team was
seventh after the first round on Friday,
then fell to 10th after the second round,
when play was suspended until Sunday
morning due to high winds.
They ended the three-round tournament

said he is
still confident with
the team
and its
performance. • rm
confident
in
.the
players," he
said. -We have a

good golf team.•
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FREE PREGNANCY TEST

Now Leasing For Summer and Fall

304-523-1212

and other help

2 Bedrooms * Air Conditioning * Furnished
• Parking * 2, 3 or 4 students per apartment!
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Lambda
From Page 1
for student affairs.
Surber plans to contact the Student Legal
Aid Center today to determine if the burnings could be defined as arson, a felony.
The Lambda Society was reactivated at
Marshall in response to the needs ofthe gay
community on campus. "I looked for a gay

organization when I came to Marshall, and
was surprised to find nothing,• Surber said.
-People need an outlet not just for emotions, but for thinking and doing, too," he
said.
Surber said one main goal ofthe society is
to educate the public and reinforce a positive attitude about homosexuality. "There
are a 1001 misconceptions about what a
homosexual is,• Surber said.
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Pop singer needs surgery after accident
NEW YORK (AP) -Singer Gloria
Estefan will need surgery and three to
six months recovery f9r an injured ver. tebra suffered when her bus was rammed
by a truck, doctors said Wednesday.
The star ofthe Latin-pop group Miami
Sound Machine, known for her ener-

getic dancing on stag, had some numbness and weakness in her legs, and a
slim chance of paralysis remained, surgeons said.
A vertebra just above the waist was
fractured and slightly dislocated, according to reports from the hospital.

•
•
If you can't hold on to your
glasses, at least now you can
hold on to your money.
Just buy a complete pair of
glasses for $75 or more and
get a second pair, in the same
prescription, free. And for
your free pair, feel free to
choose from over 100 styles.
Plus if you break either pair, .
they're guaranteed for a year.
If you can keep them that long.
But don't take long deciding.

Place your order from March
5 to 31 at participating stores.
Most single vision and flattop bifocal lenses are included.
And please note that there are
just a few minor restrictions.
So buy one and lose one
free. Think of it as found
money.

=
STERLIIING
OPTICAL
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